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RE: Reconsideration of Legal Interpretation dated January 27, 2014 
 
Dear Ms. Peter: 
 
The Aeronautical Repair Station Association (ARSA) respectfully requests that the Federal 
Aviation Administration (FAA) reconsider the above-referenced interpretation, which states 
that second- and third-tier documents are incorporated by reference (IBR’d) in airworthiness 
directives (AD).1 The agency’s position conflates multiple elements of the Administrative 
Procedure Act (APA)2 and threatens aviation safety by creating significant uncertainty in AD 
compliance. 
 

Original Request for Clarification and FAA Response. 
 
On August 28, 2013, ARSA requested a legal interpretation confirming that the following 
language from Order 8110.103A was incorrect: 

 
Question: The AD requires that I accomplish specific instructions in a 
[Service Bulletin (SB)]. Those instructions require actions from a manual, and 
the manual requires actions from a standard practice manual. My operating 
procedure differs from the standard practice manual. Do I need an [alternative 
method of compliance (AMOC)] to keep using my operating procedure? 
 
Answer: Yes. You must accomplish the specific instructions in the SB 
specified in the AD, including any second- or third-tier documents that are 
required to complete the action(s).3 

 
ARSA argued that second- and third-tier references—which have not been properly IBR’d in 
the parent AD or published in the Federal Register—are not binding or enforceable. More 

                                            
1 ARSA’s initial request for a legal interpretation and the FAA’s response are enclosed for your convenience. 
2 5 U.S.C. §§ 551 et seq.  
3 FAA Order 8110.103A, CHG 1, App. A, Question (f) (June 30, 2011) (emphasis added). 

http://www.faa.gov/documentLibrary/media/Order/8110.103A%20w-Chg%201.pdf
https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/USCODE-2014-title5/pdf/USCODE-2014-title5-partI-chap5-subchapII.pdf
http://www.faa.gov/documentLibrary/media/Order/8110.103A%20w-Chg%201.pdf
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specifically, ARSA contended that the guidance violated the FAA’s own regulations,4 the 
APA’s publication requirement,5 and the regulations implementing the APA.6 
 
On January 27, 2014, the FAA rejected ARSA’s request. The agency tacitly admitted the 
APA required multi-tiered references to be published in the Federal Register, but that they 
were nevertheless binding and enforceable because the public had “actual notice of the 
referenced documents.” The FAA explained that second- and third-tier references were 
“typically” documents that most operators and maintenance providers use to perform work. 
According to the FAA’s interpretation, since repair stations are “generally required” to have 
these documents under 14 C.F.R. § 145.109(d), maintenance providers have actual notice 
of the documents’ existence. 
 
The FAA then revised Order 8110.117 to clarify guidance for referring to other documents in 
an SB that is IBR’d in an AD.7 The revision acknowledges that the FAA must obtain 
approval from the Office of the Federal Register (OFR) for each document IBR’d in an AD; 
however, those not properly incorporated are enforceable if the regulated party has actual 
notice.8 
 

The FAA Must Publish Multi-Tiered References or Obtain OFR Approval to 
Specifically Incorporate Each and Every Unpublished Document by Reference. 

 
The APA mandates federal agencies “separately state and currently publish in the Federal 
Register…substantive rules of general applicability.”9 Substantive rules “impose mandatory 
obligations” and must therefore be published in the Federal Register to “keep outside 
interests informed of the agency’s requirements.”10 As such, substantive rules must be 
published in their entirety, or, in the alternative, any unpublished material must be 
“reasonably available” and “incorporated by reference…with the approval of the Director of 
the Federal Register.”11 Only if an agency satisfies both requirements will an unpublished 
document be “deemed published” under the APA.12 
 
Airworthiness Directives are substantive rules because they “specify instructions you must 
carry out, conditions and limitations you must comply with, and any actions you must take to 
resolve an unsafe condition.”13 As such, an AD must be published in its entirety. Likewise, if 

                                            
4 See generally 14 C.F.R. part 39. 
5 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(1). 
6 1 C.F.R. part 51. 
7 FAA Order 8110.117A, Service Bulletins Related to Airworthiness Directives, para. 5(a) (June 18, 2014). 
8 FAA Order 8110.117A, para. 11(c). 
9 5 U.S.C. § 522(a)(1) (emphasis added). 
10 Appalachian Power Co. v. Train, 566 F.2d 451, 455 (4th Cir. 1977) (internal citations omitted). 
11 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(1). 
12 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(1); see also 1 C.F.R. part 51. The agency claimed that the APA’s implementing regulations in  
1 C.F.R. part 51 were irrelevant because “that part only contains the requirement for obtaining approval [for 
incorporation by reference].” However, the agency’s argument conflates the “reasonable availability” of a document, a 
requirement for IBR, with the concept of actual notice. Failure to see the relevance of these regulations leads to the 
inability to enforce mandates in multi-tiered references. 
13 14 C.F.R. § 39.11. 

http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=96fd7edb08558f0ee4abb800749e8678&mc=true&node=se14.3.145_1109&rgn=div8
http://www.faa.gov/documentLibrary/media/Order/8110_117A.pdf
http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=c003a394559cbcdc632f0d39e6133d77&mc=true&node=pt14.1.39&rgn=div5
https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/USCODE-2011-title5/pdf/USCODE-2011-title5-partI-chap5-subchapII-sec552.pdf
http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=9ba53ff43e6c5ab73c1d9977f2d47025&mc=true&node=pt1.1.51&rgn=div5
http://www.faa.gov/documentLibrary/media/Order/8110_117A.pdf
http://www.faa.gov/documentLibrary/media/Order/8110_117A.pdf
https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/USCODE-2011-title5/pdf/USCODE-2011-title5-partI-chap5-subchapII-sec552.pdf
https://casetext.com/case/appalachian-power-co-v-train-2
https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/USCODE-2011-title5/pdf/USCODE-2011-title5-partI-chap5-subchapII-sec552.pdf
https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/USCODE-2011-title5/pdf/USCODE-2011-title5-partI-chap5-subchapII-sec552.pdf
http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=9ba53ff43e6c5ab73c1d9977f2d47025&mc=true&node=pt1.1.51&rgn=div5
http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=9ba53ff43e6c5ab73c1d9977f2d47025&mc=true&node=pt1.1.51&rgn=div5
http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=c146a38b2772c9228e93d506b7a14d8d&mc=true&node=se14.1.39_111&rgn=div8
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the FAA intends for an unpublished component maintenance or standard practice manual 
referenced in a SB—which itself is properly IBR’d—to be binding and enforceable, the 
second- or third-tier manual reference is a substantive rule. The FAA must either publish 
each document, or demonstrate that it is reasonably available and obtain approval from the 
Director of the Federal Register to specifically incorporate it by reference into the parent AD. 
Current FAA practice and guidance address neither requirement, thus rendering the 
requirements in multi-tiered references unenforceable. 
 

Actual Notice is Not Established by the Mere Availability of Unpublished 
Documents. 

 
The FAA rightly noted in its response to ARSA that an unpublished regulation which is 
required to be published may be enforced against a person with “actual and timely notice of 
the terms thereof.”14 The agency stresses that multi-tiered references in ADs are to 
documents that are reasonably available to maintenance providers.15 In other words, 
because maintenance providers “typically” use, or are “generally required” to have, the 
unpublished documents, they have actual notice of the requirements contained therein. 
However, federal courts have soundly rejected similar claims by other agencies attempting 
to enforce requirements in unpublished documents. 
 
For instance, in Appalachian Power Co. v. Train, the Fourth Circuit held that a 275-page 
“development document” detailing a standard the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
would use to approve water intake systems was unenforceable for want of publication.16 
The EPA asserted that the development document was “reasonably available,” and 
therefore, regulated entities had “actual notice” of the standard.17 The court rejected the 
argument, noting that the APA “sharply distinguishes between the concepts of actual notice 
and reasonable availability.”18 
 
Indeed, “actual notice” is a substitute for publication while the “reasonable availability” of an 
unpublished document is one of two conjunctive requirements for IBR.19 The mere 
availability of a document “does not suffice to establish that regulated entities had actual 
notice of which materials in the development document were intended to be incorporated.”20 
At most, the EPA could establish that regulated entities had the ability to acquire actual 

                                            
14 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(1). 
15 Ironically, the FAA relies on the “general availability” of maintenance documents while it continues to struggle to 
define a manufacturer’s obligation under 14 C.F.R. § 21.50(b) to “make available” maintenance information that is 
essential to the continued airworthiness of a product. See, e.g., Legal Interpretation to Sarah MacLeod (Aug. 9, 2012) 
(noting difficulties in defining the scope of information that must be made available under § 21.50(b) and opining that 
manufacturers could make maintenance information “effectively unavailable by charging an exorbitant fee”) 
(emphasis in original). 
16 Appalachian Power Co. v. Train, 566 F.2d 451 (4th Cir. 1977). 
17 Id. at 456. 
18 Id. 
19 Id. 
20 Id. 

https://casetext.com/case/appalachian-power-co-v-train-2
https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/USCODE-2011-title5/pdf/USCODE-2011-title5-partI-chap5-subchapII-sec552.pdf
http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=5b0e8ede6abecd4d1384a1abf5e3c287&mc=true&node=se14.1.21_150&rgn=div8
http://www.faa.gov/about/office_org/headquarters_offices/agc/pol_adjudication/agc200/interpretations/data/interps/2012/macleod-aeronauticalrepairstation%20-%20(2012)%20legal%20interpretation.pdf
http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=5b0e8ede6abecd4d1384a1abf5e3c287&mc=true&node=se14.1.21_150&rgn=div8
https://casetext.com/case/appalachian-power-co-v-train-2
https://casetext.com/case/appalachian-power-co-v-train-2
https://casetext.com/case/appalachian-power-co-v-train-2
https://casetext.com/case/appalachian-power-co-v-train-2
https://casetext.com/case/appalachian-power-co-v-train-2
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notice; however, the ability to acquire notice and actual notice are not the same.21 Such is 
the case here. 
 
The FAA cannot establish that maintenance providers have actual notice of multi-tiered 
references simply because they are allegedly “reasonably available.” Even if the agency 
could establish the documents’ availability, it fails to demonstrate maintenance providers 
have actual notice of the exact materials or portions of the documents mandated by the 
parent AD. Service Bulletins and standard practice manuals are voluminous and contain 
numerous references to other documents, which in turn reference additional documents. As 
the Fourth Circuit noted in Appalachian Power, mere knowledge that a document may exist 
is insufficient to establish a person has actual notice of which materials therein are intended 
to be incorporated.22 The APA requires agencies to use precise and complete language 
clearly identifying material that is intended to be mandatory, especially when incorporating 
unpublished material into a final rule.23 At best, maintenance providers have the ability to 
obtain knowledge that a manual or standard practice exists, but that does not establish 
actual notice of which requirements therein must be followed in order to comply with the 
parent AD. This renders any alleged requirements in an unpublished document 
unenforceable. 
 
Even more problematic is the agency’s determination that maintenance providers need not 
follow the documents that are supposedly “reasonably available” in an AD.24 The FAA’s IBR 
policy is a non sequitur: On one hand, unless made mandatory through notice and comment 
rulemaking, maintenance providers are free to disregard manufacturer maintenance 
information in favor of other acceptable methods, techniques or practices.25 On the other 
hand, the FAA finds maintenance providers have actual notice of the mandatory 
                                            
21 Id. 
22 The authority the FAA cites for the proposition that maintenance providers have actual notice of the specific 
requirements in multi-tiered references is clearly distinguishable and inapplicable to the present situation. Reliance on 
U.S. v. Bowers, 920 F.2d 220 (4th Cir. 1990) is unavailing because the unpublished document at issue in that case (a 
tax form) did not impose substantive obligations requiring it to be published; the defendant was convicted under the 
statute criminalizing tax evasion. Tearney v. NTSB, 868 F.2d 1451 (5th Cir. 1989) is distinguishable because the 
FAA’s interpretation of a regulation was directly communicated to the certificate holder by his employer via internal 
memorandum. U.S. v. Mowat, 582 F.2d 1194 (9th Cir. 1978) is likewise distinguishable because direct and 
circumstantial evidence (signs and a media campaign) conclusively established that defendants knew that entry upon 
a naval proving ground was criminal trespass. Furthermore, ARSA notes that the FAA’s reliance on a settled 
enforcement case with no precedential value fails to support the agency’s position. 
23 1 C.F.R. § 51.9. 
24 See, e.g., Legal Interpretation to David M Schultz (Mar. 25, 2009) (citing Memorandum to AFS-300 (Dec. 5, 2008) 
and explaining why manufacturers’ instructions and revisions to them are not mandatory unless made so by the FAA 
through notice and comment rulemaking); Memorandum from Asst. Chief Counsel for Regulations to Sacramento 
FSDO, Legal Interpretation of “Current” as it applies to Maintenance Manuals and Other Documents Referenced in 
14 C.F.R. §§ 43.13(a) and 145.109(d), (Aug. 13, 2010) (discussing inter alia § 145.109(d)’s requirement for repair 
stations to possess certain documents but that section does not determine which version of the documents must be 
followed when completing the work). 
25 See, e.g., 14 C.F.R. § 43.13(a) (stating maintenance providers must use the methods, techniques, and practices 
contained in manufacturer maintenance manuals, or Instructions for Continued Airworthiness, or other methods, 
techniques, and practices acceptable to the Administrator); Legal Interpretation to Michael D. Busch (Aug. 11, 2006) 
(stating that § 43.13(a) “provides a number of options when performing work,” including manufacturer maintenance 
manuals, but cautioning that SBs referenced therein are not mandatory; at most the data, methods, techniques and 
practices referenced in the SB are acceptable to the Administrator). 

https://casetext.com/case/appalachian-power-co-v-train-2
http://openjurist.org/920/f2d/220/united-states-v-l-bowers
http://openjurist.org/868/f2d/1451/tearney-v-national-transportation-safety-board
http://openjurist.org/582/f2d/1194/united-states-v-mowat
http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=9ba53ff43e6c5ab73c1d9977f2d47025&mc=true&node=se1.1.51_19&rgn=div8
http://www.faa.gov/about/office_org/headquarters_offices/agc/pol_adjudication/agc200/interpretations/data/interps/2009/schultz%20-%20(2009)%20legal%20interpretation.pdf
http://www.faa.gov/about/office_org/headquarters_offices/agc/pol_adjudication/agc200/interpretations/data/interps/2010/maintenance%20manuals%20and%20other%20documents%20-%20(2010)%20legal%20interpretation.pdf
http://www.faa.gov/about/office_org/headquarters_offices/agc/pol_adjudication/agc200/interpretations/data/interps/2010/maintenance%20manuals%20and%20other%20documents%20-%20(2010)%20legal%20interpretation.pdf
http://www.faa.gov/about/office_org/headquarters_offices/agc/pol_adjudication/agc200/interpretations/data/interps/2010/maintenance%20manuals%20and%20other%20documents%20-%20(2010)%20legal%20interpretation.pdf
http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=be94b5f25a8f96dd4af4f0bd57facbef&mc=true&node=se14.3.145_1109&rgn=div8
http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=5ac5a3fcd32183217bde8d6ae02f6c63&mc=true&node=se14.1.43_113&rgn=div8
http://www.faa.gov/about/office_org/headquarters_offices/agc/pol_adjudication/agc200/interpretations/data/interps/2006/busch%20-%20(2006)%20legal%20interpretation.pdf
http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=c146a38b2772c9228e93d506b7a14d8d&mc=true&node=se14.1.43_113&rgn=div8
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manufacturer maintenance information simply because it may be reasonably available. 
Somehow maintenance providers are supposed to divine when maintenance information is 
mandatory and when it is not. The FAA’s failure to comply with the APA has led to 
considerable confusion within the industry and threatens to jeopardize aviation safety. 
 

Conclusion and Requested Relief. 
 
Aviation safety demands that the FAA clearly articulate the requirements for complying with 
an AD if unsafe conditions are truly to be prevented and resolved. Both the agency and 
industry spend considerable time and expense navigating uncertain regulatory 
requirements. The FAA is in the best position to review the documents necessary to 
successfully address or resolve an identified unsafe condition. The time spent reviewing 
those documents, specifically identifying and seeking approval for their incorporation in the 
parent AD would be negligible compared to the time spent developing guidance to 
determine whether a person has actual notice, responding to requests for legal 
interpretations, and litigating enforcement cases. 
 
For the foregoing reasons ARSA requests the FAA reconsider the legal interpretation 
issued on January 27, 2014 and revise Orders 8110.117A and 8110.103A accordingly. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Ryan M. Poteet, Esq. 
Regulatory Affairs Manager 
 
Enclosures: ARSA Request for Legal Interpretation Re FAA Order 8110.103A, App. A  

(Aug. 28, 2013) 
 Legal Interpretation to ARSA (Jan. 27, 2014) 
 
cc: Douglas R. Anderson douglas.anderson@faa.gov 
 Kim Young kim.young@faa.gov 
 Marshall S. Filler marshall.filler@arsa.org 
 Sarah MacLeod sarah.macleod@arsa.org 
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